
Government plans to end self-isolation requirements
Following the Prime Minister’s announcement last week that he intends to end all Covid restrictions in England by 
the end of February, including the legal requirement to self-isolate, we consider the implications for employers.
• The government is expected to set out its strategy on living with Covid on return from the parliamentary recess on 21 February 2022 

which would include the removal of all remaining restrictions on or around 24 February 2022, one month earlier than planned.  
A government spokesperson said the law will be replaced with guidance, for example, people will be urged not to go to work if they 
have Covid, but they will not be breaking a law if they do.

• This shift poses further difficulties for employers who may have to manage employees coming into the workplace whilst they are 
Covid-positive. To ensure the workplace continues to be safe from Covid, employers should think about reviewing their health and 
safety policies and practices, this could mean continuing with existing measures like face masks, one-way systems and physical 
distancing or introducing new measures.

• Employers who want to introduce a contractual isolation requirement, so they can tell employees not to come into the workplace if 
they have Covid, would need to consider how this would work in practice, for example how long the isolation period would be, what pay 
employees would get and how they would evidence having Covid.

• Self-isolation rules are still in place in Wales and Scotland. In Wales, the legal requirement to self-isolate could be removed at the end 
of March 2022.

Employers should be prepared to communicate and implement any changes to self-isolation rules at short notice, in light  
of the government’s announcement. Contact our 24-hour Advisory Service for up-to-date guidance on this and more.

Apprenticeships  
for prisoners

Prisoners are to be given access to 
apprenticeship schemes, to provide 
job-based training in key industries and 
boost local employers, whilst reducing the 
likelihood of reoffending. The scheme will 
initially be offered to 100 prisoners across 
England before being rolled out across the 
wider prison estate. The government plans 
to bring forward regulations later in the year 
to introduce this change in the law.

Did you know? 

Giving jobs to ex-offenders can boost 
an employer’s brand, demonstrate 
its commitment to corporate social 
responsibility and make it stand out  
from competitors.

Raising awareness  
of Endometriosis

A parliamentary debate took place last  
week to discuss the lack of workplace 
support for those who suffer from 
endometriosis. Employers should  
consider ways of raising awareness of 
this issue, and what support is available 
for employees such as a specific policy, 
including a separate fertility policy, 
reasonable adjustments and flexible 
working arrangements.

Did you know? 

Employers could look at using these 
initiatives to create a wider support 
programme for all women’s health issues  
in the workplace, such as the menopause 
and period poverty.

Injunction for return of 
confidential documents

The High Court has found that an  
ex-employee was not entitled to  
take confidential documents from  
his employer in support of his 
whistleblowing claim. The former  
employee had taken over 100  
documents and refused to return or  
delete them. He said he had removed  
the documents to take legal advice but  
this was rejected by the High Court.

Did you know? 

The High Court granted an interim 
injunction for the documents to be 
returned. Whilst injunctions can be costly, 
this case highlights a potential route for 
employers in this situation.
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Please contact the 24 Hour Advice Service for advice on your specific situation before acting on the information in this publication.
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